
Monitor Arms
Enhance performance
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Why use a 
Monitor Arm?
Whether you’re working in an office, or from home, 
monitor arms are the ergonomic key. The right 
monitor arm will ensure your screen is always at the 
correct height and angle, regardless of whether you’re 
sitting or standing. They also free up the work surface, 
which is especially useful where space is limited.

Adapt offers solutions and mounting options that put 
you in control of how you position your monitor 
(or monitors), whether you’re working from PCs, 
laptops or touchscreens.

With their strong, scalable and flexible design, our 
ergonomic monitor arms give you the ability to meet 
all your business demands.

“FUJITSU relies on Adapt monitor 
arms, which make working in the 

office or at home ergonomic 
and efficient.” 
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The ergonomic way to 
position your monitor
To avoid backache, neck pains and eyestrain, it’s crucial to adopt an ergonomic posture 
while you work. Monitor arms play a key role in achieving this.

Eliminate glare
Place the monitor in a location that eliminates 
glare on the screen, away from windows and 
task lights. This helps reduce eyestrain and 
avoids assuming awkward positions to read
your screen.

Position monitor
Place the monitor directly in front of you to 
prevent twisting your head and neck. For two 
or more monitors, place the primary screen 
in front of you and the others to the side of 
the dominant eye, at an angle so it is concave 
around you.

Adapt the height
Place the monitor straight ahead at eye height 
or just below if you wear bi-focals, tri-focals or 
progressive lenses. Tilt the top of the monitor 
back between 10° and 20°.

Adjust the distance
Place the monitor at least an arm’s length away 
from you (600mm +/- 150mm). You should be 
able to view the entire screen without too much 
twisting of your head and neck.
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SpaceArm
Smart, 
scalable, 
flexible
With its unique gas-lift system, SpaceArm 
is one of the strongest, most durable 
monitor arms on the market. Its flexible 
design means that SpaceArm can be 
adapted to meet new demands, from 
adding extra monitors to supporting 
different screen sizes. 

SpaceArm combines style with value and 
efficiency.

You can swap components of your standard 
SpaceArm to create other configurations, 
without changing the whole product. This 
includes the Laptop Stand and Flyt 
touchscreen arm.

Scalable and future proof

Adjustable
Simple to adjust, whether you’re sitting or 
standing.

Sustainable design
SpaceArms can be reused, re-purposed and 
recycled.

Customisable
Options to support:

• All sizes of monitors
• Many different mounting requirements
• A wide range of working postures
• Monitor weights from 0.9 – 13.6kg
• Any colour preference

Reduced clutter
Integrated cable management keeps wires tidy 
and easy to access.

Why choose SpaceArm?

Future-proof 
designs

Customised 
solutions

Customer
support

Product
continuity

Lifetime 
guarantee

Sustainable 
solutions
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SpaceArm features
SpaceArm has a number of unique features to create a flexible, reliable and robust solution.

1. Quick-change mount option allows monitors to be 
changed quickly and efficiently. There is also a direct 
mount option for added security

1

2. Patented constant pressure joint offers 360°  
movement

2

3. Plastic clips hold cables securely and allow ease of  
movement 

3

4. Vertical reach up to: 558mm   
Horizontal reach up to: 692mm

4

5. Adjustment screw offers accuracy and reliability for 
counterbalancing monitor weight

6

6. Powder coat polymer is tough, durable and easy to 
clean

7

7. Rotational stop prevents monitor from swinging  
too far

8

8. Easy to upgrade from a single arm to double or  
multiple arms, without changing the base

9

4. Gas spring holds the monitor in position and can 
support weight ranges 0.9 – 13.6kg

5

4

1

2

3

3

5

6

8

7

9
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Multi-Mount
Precisely align 
 your monitors

When multiple monitors are used, you can precisely 
align them by adding a Multi-Mount to your single or 
double SpaceArm monitor arms. Multi-Mount also lets 
you add second and third tiers of monitors, making it a 
popular solution for banking environments.

Scalable and future proof
The Multi-Mount can be used on a single 
SpaceArm with two monitors and two SpaceArms 
with three monitors. It can be configured to 
support up to eight monitors on a single column.

Adjustable
Easy to adjust the height of your monitors while 
keeping them perfectly aligned.

Sustainable design
Reusable and sustainable product design.

Flexible
Multi-Mount can support monitor of all sizes 
and weights from 0.9 – 13.6kg.

Anti-theft feature
An optional safety feature is available to keep 
monitors secure and safe.

Why choose Multi-Mount?

Future-proof 
designs

Customised 
solutions

Customer
support

Product
continuity

Lifetime 
guarantee

Sustainable 
solutions

Ergonomic
The unique curved beam keeps monitors 
aligned and holds them in a concave position 
around the user. It also offers the flexibility to 
change the angle and tilt of the monitor, so you 
can work in comfort.
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Multi-Mount features

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 9

10

1. Supports monitors weighing between 0.9 – 13.6kg1

2. No need to adjust monitor angle each time you 
change the height

2

3. Lock on VESA mount can be adjusted to hold  
different sizes of monitors. 

3

4. Screws allow handle to be removed4

6. Lock feature allows you to tighten the joint to  
prevent any movement of monitors

5

7. Quick and easy to attach to the SpaceArm   
monitor arm

6

8. Handle allows ease of movement7

8. Curved beam holds monitors in an ergonomic  
position.

8

8. Rubber stops prevent monitors sliding off9

8. Holds monitors of up to 24” as standard  
(with option to customise for larger monitors)

10

Multi-Mount’s unique features hold monitors securely in place and in an ergonomic position. 
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Multi-Flex
 The future-proof 
 mounting system 
Multi-Flex offers complete 
control over lateral positioning of 
monitors. It can be used to mount 
almost any size and shape of
monitor, including wide screens. 
It also supports many different 
configurations of SpaceArm, 
including sit-stand options.

Multi-Flex is compatible with 
SpaceArm mounting hubs and 
has the flexibility to support 
additional hubs, should you need 
to add more monitors in the 
future.

With Multi-Flex, you can position hubs wherever 
required, regardless of size or number of 
monitors. Monitor arms can be added, taken 
away, or simply adjusted, to meet your 
changing display requirements.

Scalable and future proof

Extra support
Multi-Flex offers additional support to thinner 
work surfaces.

Easy to install, reposition 
and remove
Multi-Flex is quick and easy to install, with a 
choice of C-Clamp and Bolt Through mounting 
options. One fixing enables hubs to glide along 
the extrusion for repositioning, or removal.

Customisable
• Available in any length (standard length is 

304mm)
• Can be painted to match the arms (clear 

anodised aluminium is standard) 

Sustainable design
Reusable and sustainable product design. 
Multi-Flex is constructed from aluminium 
extrusion.

Why choose Multi-Flex?

Future-proof 
designs

Customised 
solutions

Customer
support

Product
continuity

Lifetime 
guarantee

Sustainable 
solutions
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Multi-Flex features

4

1

2

3

5

6

1. C-Clamp or Bolt Through mounting options1

2. Maintains frame-to-frame monitor alignment for all 
sizes of monitor

2

3. Facilitates full front to back monitor adjustment3

4. Customisable length4

5. Customised colour options available5

6. Provides extra support to thinner work surfaces6

Multi-Flex is a mounting option that can adapt to meet your changing display needs.
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Flyt
Raise, lower, tilt, 
turn and rotate
The Flyt touchscreen monitor arm has an 
ergonomic interactive design. It allows you 
to move the monitor fluidly and 
effortlessly, improving your comfort, 
posture and efficiency.

Future-proof 
designs

Customised 
solutions

Customer
support

Product
continuity

Lifetime 
guarantee

Sustainable 
solutions

Adaptable for any task
Flyt’s wide range of movement means it is 
suited to almost any electronic task, including 
customer facing duties such as document 
signing. 

The low-profile design also makes 
proof-reading and editing tasks easier because 
you can position the screen close to the 
work surface at a near flat angle in front of you. 
This also reduces the need for printing.

Seamless movement
Flyt’s extended reach lets you move your 
touchscreen monitor seamlessly across the 
desk. Soft pads protect the worksurface from 
damage.   

Sustainable design
Reusable and sustainable product design.

Customisable
• Supports monitor screens between  

0.9kg – 13.6kg
• Different mounting options
• Integrates with SpaceArm monitor arm 

system
• Any colour preference

Reduces clutter
Integrated cable management keeps wires tidy 
and easy to access.

Why choose Flyt?
Work in comfort
Flyt can be integrated with a standard 
SpaceArm monitor arm, giving you the 
ergonomic benefits of working with multiple 
monitors. The tilt feature eliminates reflection, 
reducing eyestrain. 
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1. 15 – 90° of tilt and 360° of rotation 1

3. Plastic clips hold cables securely and allow ease of  
movement 

2

3. Felt pad prevents damage to work surface 3

4. Vertical reach up to: 332mm    
Horizontal reach up to: 660mm                 

4

5. Adjustment screw offers accuracy and reliability for 
counterbalancing monitor weight

6

6. Powder coat polymer is tough, durable and easy to 
clean

7

4. Gas spring holds the monitor in position and can 
support weight ranges 0.9 – 13.6kg

5

12

Flyt features

4

1
2 3

5

6

7

Flyt holds touchscreens securely and offers an unparalleled range of movement.

2

2

2
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 Laptop Stand
 Work in comfort 
 from your laptop
The Laptop Stand allows you to work in 
comfort and avoid the back and neck pain 
associated with being hunched over a 
laptop all day. 

It holds your laptop above your work 
surface, protecting it from damage and 
keeping the work surface clear and 
uncluttered. The Laptop Stand is an 
ergonomic solution for agile working and 
hot desking environments.

Flexible
The Laptop Stand can be integrated with a 
standard SpaceArm monitor arm, giving you 
the ergonomic benefits of working with 
multiple monitors. It can support weights of 
between 0.9 – 13.6kg.

Ergonomic
The Laptop Stand offers complete control over 
how you position your laptop. It also promotes 
the use of a separate keyboard and mouse, so 
you can work in comfort.

Sustainable design
Reusable and sustainable product design.

Supports agile working
Agile workers can quickly connect their laptop 
to the office network.

Optional anti-theft feature 
Keep your laptop secure and safe.

Why choose the Laptop Stand?

Future-proof 
designs

Customised 
solutions

Customer
support

Product
continuity

Lifetime 
guarantee

Sustainable 
solutions
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Laptop Stand features

4
1

2

3

7

6

5

1.  Handle allows ease of movement1

1. Powder coat polymer is tough, durable and   
easy to clean

2

3. Pivot joints offer smooth movement4

1. Plastic clips hold cables securely and allow ease of 
movement 

5

1. Adjustment screw offers accuracy and reliability for  
counterbalancing laptop weight

3 1. Holds laptops between 0.9 – 13.6kg7

1. Vertical reach up to: 464mm    
Horizontal reach up to: 520mm

6

5

The Laptop Stand lets the user adjust their laptop to work in comfort all day long.
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 PoleArm
 Adjust with ease
The PoleArm gives you the freedom to 
manoeuvre your monitors to the best 
ergonomic position, whether you are 
sitting or standing at your desk. 

Value
PoleArm is a budget monitor arm solution, 
offering full ergonomic benefits.

Easy to adjust
It’s easy to adjust; simply slide the monitor up 
and down the pole.

Sustainable design
PoleArms can be reused and recycled.

Customisable
Options to support:
• Monitors weighing up to 9.8kg
• 3 different mounting options (Bolt Through, 

C-Clamp or Mini Clamp)
• A wide range of working postures

Reduces clutter
Integrated cable management keeps wires tidy 
and easy to access.

Why choose PoleArm?

Future-proof 
designs

Customised 
solutions

Customer
support

Product
continuity

Lifetime 
guarantee

Sustainable 
solutions
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4

1

2

3

3

3

3

3

5

16

PoleArm features

1. Integrated cable management3

1. Holds monitors weighing 0 – 9.8kg1

1. Quick-change mount option for efficiency or direct 
mount option for security

2

1. Vertical reach up to: 450mm   
Horizontal reach up to: 490mm

4

3. Height adjustment button5

PoleArm offers a simple and secure monitor arm solution.
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Choose your solution
Adapt’s ergonomic monitor arms can be configured to meet your specific work requirements. As 
technology and job roles evolve, you can easily update, add or change components of the arm to 
enhance your working environment.

To choose a solution that meets your requirements, please view the options below and turn to the 
corresponding pages for further information and technical details.

Single Monitor

SpaceArm 18 Flyt  19

Laptop Stand      20 PoleArm 21

Multiple Monitors

SpaceArm 22-23

Flyt  27

Laptop Stand      28 PoleArm  29

Multi-Mount  24-25

For details on mounting options and accessories, please visit page 30.

Multi-Flex 26
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Monitor arm Weight range Maximum   
vertical reach

Maximum    
horizontal 
reach

Rotation Tilt

SA01 0.9 – 13.6kg 464mm 520mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SS01 0.9 – 13.6kg 558mm 495mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

ST01 0.9 – 18kg 200mm 220mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SP01 0.9 – 18kg 250mm 376mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SX01 0.9 – 13.6kg 460mm 648mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SA01XP 0.9 – 13.6kg 503mm 692mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SA012 0.9 – 13.6kg 464mm 520mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

Single Monitor 
SpaceArm

SA01 SS01 ST01 SP01 SX01 SA01XP SA012

“We always recommend the Adapt SpaceArm monitor arm to our customers. We’ve not 
once needed to return a SpaceArm or received a complaint in all the years we’ve worked 

with Adapt, this demonstrates a consistently high product quality. The quick and easy 
order process and customer service that we receive from Adapt Global is second to none.”  

Bernt Bøgh CEO of Norlink

Colours available:

Black (BLK) Platinum (PLT) White (WHT) Soft White (VWH) Custom
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SM01TS

19

Monitor arm Weight range Maximum   
vertical reach

Maximum  
horizontal 
reach

Rotation Tilt

SM01TS 0.9 – 13.6kg 332mm 660mm 360° 75° +/ 10° -

Single Monitor 
Flyt

‘Our experience with Adapt 
has been very good. After 
testing the Flyt for several 
weeks, the quality of the 
monitor arm speaks for 

itself. Our employees are 
very enthusiastic about 
their new workplace.’ 

KGAL  

Colours available:

Black (BLK) Platinum (PLT) White (WHT) Soft White (VWH) Custom
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Single Monitor 
Laptop Stand 

Monitor arm Weight range Maximum               
vertical reach

Maximum                
horizontal reach

Rotation

SA01T 0.9 – 13.6kg 464mm 520mm 360°

SA01T

Colours available:

Black (BLK) Platinum (PLT) White (WHT) Soft White (VWH) Custom
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Monitor arm Weight range Maximum    
vertical reach

Maximum 
horizontal 
reach

Rotation Tilt

PA201 0.0 – 9.8kg 450mm 490mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

Single Monitor
PoleArm

PA201

Colours available:

Black (BLK) Platinum (PLT) White (WHT)
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Multiple Monitors
SpaceArm (Double)

Monitor arm Weight range Maximum    
vertical reach

Maximum 
horizontal 
reach

Rotation Tilt

SA02 0.9 – 13.6kg 464mm 520mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SS02 0.9 – 13.6kg 558mm 495mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SX02 0.9 – 13.6kg 460mm 648mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SA02XP 0.9 – 13.6kg 503mm 692mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SA11 0.9 – 13.6kg 742mm 520mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SA02 SS02 SX02 SA02XP SA11

The industry’s research and consulting firm for graphics and multimedia, revealed that 
information workers, designers, and engineers can realise up to a 
42% increase in productivity through the use of multiple displays. 

Jon Peddie Research (JPR) 

Colours available:

Black (BLK) Platinum (PLT) White (WHT) Soft White (VWH) Custom
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Multiple Monitors
SpaceArm (Quad)

Monitor arm Weight range Maximum   
vertical reach

Maximum 
horizontal 
reach

Rotation Tilt

SA22 0.9 – 13.6kg 742mm 520mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SA22

Colours available:

Black (BLK) Platinum (PLT) White (WHT) Soft White (VWH) Custom
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Multiple Monitors 
Multi-Mount (Double)

Monitor arm Weight range Maximum   
vertical reach

Maximum 
horizontal 
reach

Rotation Tilt

SA01NK/SMM12QC 0.9 – 13.6kg 464mm 520mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SA02NK/SMM22QC 0.9 – 13.6kg 464mm 520mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SA01NK/SMM12QC SA02NK/SMM22QC

Colours available:

Black (BLK) Platinum (PLT) White (WHT) Soft White (VWH) Custom
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Multiple Monitors
Multi-Mount (Triple) 

Monitor arm Weight range Maximum   
vertical reach

Maximum 
horizontal 
reach

Rotation Tilt

SA02NK/SMM23QC 0.9 – 13.6kg 464mm 520mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SA02NK/SMM23QC

Colours available:

Black (BLK) Platinum (PLT) White (WHT) Soft White (VWH) Custom
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Multiple Monitors
Multi-Flex

Colours available:

Black (BLK) Platinum (PLT) White (WHT) Soft White (VWH) Custom

SA01HB00MFCC HB00MFBT HB01MF 

Product code Description

HB00MFCC-12 Multi-Flex, 12” C-Clamp (available in anodised aluminium as standard)

HB00MFBT-12 Multi-Flex, 12” Bolt Through (available in anodised aluminium as standard)

HB01MF Single Hub for Multi-Flex

Monitor arm Weight range Maximum   
vertical reach

Maximum    
horizontal 
reach

Rotation Tilt

SA01 0.9 – 13.6kg 464mm 520mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SS01 0.9 – 13.6kg 558mm 495mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SX01 0.9 – 13.6kg 460mm 648mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SA01XP 0.9 – 13.6kg 503mm 692mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SA01T 0.9 – 13.6kg 464mm 520mm 360°

SS01 SX01 SA01XP SA01T
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Multiple Monitors 
Flyt & SpaceArm

Monitor arm Weight range Maximum   
vertical reach

Maximum 
horizontal 
reach

Rotation Tilt

SM01TS 0.9 – 13.6kg 332mm 660mm 360° 75° +/ 10° -

SA012 0.9 – 13.6kg 464mm 520mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SM02TS 0.9 – 13.6kg 332mm 660mm 360° 75° +/ 10° -

SM01TS/SA012 SM02TS

Colours available:

Black (BLK) Platinum (PLT) White (WHT) Soft White (VWH) Custom
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Multiple Monitors 
SpaceArm & Laptop Stand

Monitor arm Weight range Maximum   
vertical reach

Maximum  
horizontal 
reach

Rotation Tilt

SA01T 0.9 – 13.6kg 464mm 520mm 360° N/A

SA012 0.9 – 13.6kg 464mm 520mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

SA01T/SA012

Colours available:

Black (BLK) Platinum (PLT) White (WHT) Soft White (VWH) Custom
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Multiple Monitors
PoleArm (Double)

Monitor arm Weight range Maximum   
vertical reach

Maximum 
horizontal 
reach

Rotation Tilt

PA221 0.0 – 9.8kg 450mm 490mm 360° 20° +/ 20° -

PA221

Colours available:

Black (BLK) Platinum (PLT) White (WHT)
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Mount Description SpaceArm Flyt Laptop 
Stand PoleArm

AC

Above Desk Clamp: Above desk mounting       
system that is suitable for sliding desktops 

Suitable for desktop thickness of 0 - 40mm
✓ ✓ ✓ X

BT

Bolt Through: Secure and subtle, the Bolt 
Through is fixed through the desktop

Suitable for desktop thickness of 20 - 40mm
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

CC

C-Clamp: Mounts to the worktop without the 
need to screw through the surface. 

Suitable for desktop thickness of 0 - 92mm
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

GT

Grommet Mount: Provides hole for cable      
management (hole must be cut out from desk)

Suitable for desktop thickness of 0 - 50mm
✓ ✓ ✓ X

CL

Large C-Clamp: Wider base above desk gives 
improved balance for heavy duty setups

Suitable for desktop thickness of 0 - 92mm
✓ ✓ ✓ X

MCC

Mini Clamp: Under desk, low profile clamping 
system

Suitable for desktop thickness of 19 - 27mm
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

30

Mounting options
We offer a wide range of standard mounting options as well as customised solutions for other furniture 
manufacturers. Please speak to your local representative to find out more.
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Mounting options
Mount Description SpaceArm Flyt Laptop 

Stand PoleArm

MCL

Mini CL-Clamp: Large base, under desk, low 
profile mounting system

Suitable for desktop thickness of 19 - 27mm
✓ ✓ ✓ X

MF

Multi-Flex: Multiple mounting hubs can be    
added. Supplied at bespoke lengths

Suitable for desktop thickness of 0 - 51mm
✓ ✓ ✓ X

SPCA

Small C-Clamp: Under desk, low profile     
mounting system

Suitable for desktop thickness of 22 - 25mm
✓ ✓ ✓ X

BM

SpaceBeam l Mount: Quick and easy to mount 
to SpaceBeam I toolrail and simple to reposition 
monitor

✓ ✓ ✓ X

VM-ADJL4

SpaceBeam ll Mount: Quick and easy to 
mount to SpaceBeam II toolrail and simple to                
reposition monitor

✓ ✓ ✓ X

VM-WM

Wall Mount: Versatile wall mounting plate for 
multiple uses when desk area is limited ✓ ✓ ✓ X
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Monitor arm accessories
Thin Client Holder
The Thin Client CPU Holder is an ideal option for integrating a thin client or small computer into your 
workspace. It is available with two mounting options, the VESA Mount and the Base Mount.

VESA Mount (AACY-116)

237.00mm
9.33"

227.00mm
8.94"

Adjustable 
65.00 - 81.00mm

2.56 - 3.19"

14
6.

50
m

m
5.

77
"
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Monitor arm accessories
Base Mount (CPUH-129)

127.50mm
5.02"
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Monitor arm accessories
USB Charging Hub (SAE-USB01-UK)

The portable USB Charging Hub has been designed with convenience in mind. It fits to your monitor 
arm and can charge three devices simultaneously.

R25.20mm
R0.99"

27
.0

0m
m

1.
06
"

20
.0

0m
m

0.
79
"

95
.5

8m
m

3.
76
"

95.58mm
3.76"

81.34mm
3.20"

81.34mm
3.20"

Rated input voltage 100~240V AC

Operating voltage range 90~264V AC

Rated input frequency 50~60HZ

Power consumption        
(no loading)

0.1W MAX

Nominal DC output       
voltage

5.0V

Minimum load current 0.0A

Rating load current        
(Total USB Port)

3.1A

MAX load current        
(Each USB Port)

2.1A

Rating output power 
(Total)

15.5W

No load voltage range 4.75~5.30V
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Monitor arm accessories
Security feature

Rotational Stop

Security Feature

Product Code Description 

HB-SEC Security screw for single hub SpaceArm

Product Code Description 

SSB016 180° Rotational Stop for single monitor SpaceArm

Product Code Description 

SSB017 180° Rotational Stop for double monitor SpaceArm

SSB029 90° Rotational Stop for double monitor SpaceArm

Rotational Stop

Limiters
Limiters can be used with the SpaceArm monitor arm. They restrict the movement of your monitor, 
protecting it from knocking into people or objects. 

Anti-theft security screw keeps your monitors and hardware safe.
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All prices are exclusive of VAT and delivery

Ergonomic consultancy and software to improve employee health and productivity.

Unlock workspace potential.

Solutions to build modern commercial spaces more quickly and efficiently.

adapt
Create workspaces that work.

www.adapt-global.com


